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Market Insights by Jeremy I. Beck
Clouds on the Horizon?

As of November 22nd, 2019,
the S&P 500 has risen
26.33% while the DOW has
climbed 22.13%. The
NASDAQ has risen an impressive 28.40% YTD.
The MSCI EAFE Index,
which represents the
stocks of the developed

International markets,
managed a total return of
+17.57% YTD.
The ten year U.S. Treasury has seemingly
bounced off of its September low of 1.4% and
has rallied in the coming
months up to 1.767%.

The current market rally has turned into the
longest bull market in the history of the U.S.
Markets. A bull market, which is defined by
equity prices that continue to rise without a
20% decline in the S&P 500, began on
March 9, 2009. This remarkable rally was
in jeopardy on five
separate
occasions, tainted by
corrections
from
their highs of 10%
or more. However,
each
correction
failed to reach the
critical 20% level,
which would have
signaled the end
to the current bull
market.
The next logical
question would be,
when will this party
come
to
an
end? The answer
lies in studying the
U.S. economy, or more specifically, the
Leading Economic Indicators (LEI) coupled
with current market valuations. In a perfect

4990 Transit Road, Depew, NY 14043

investing climate, we would have an expanding economy and a stock market that is undervalued. The worst-case scenario is a
weak economy AND an overvalued stock
market.
My favorite metric
for studying the relationship between
the economy and
market valuations is
the
Conference
Board Composite of
Leading Economic
Indicators and the
Shiller
PE
Ratio. The Composite
Index of Leading
Indicators is an index
published
monthly and is used
to predict the direction of the U.S.
Economy.
The
components of the
Conference Board LEI include Weekly Manufacturing hours worked, ISM Index of New
Orders, Consumer
Continue on page 2
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Clouds on the Horizon? (continued)
Expectations, Yield Spread, new orders of consumer goods and materials, leading credit index, new orders of nondefense capital goods,
stock prices, weekly unemployment claims and
building permits. Using the Conference Boards
proprietary weighting of these components, they
study the year over year changes of the underlying index. When the year over year changes
are negative, it is a clear recession signal. As
you can see from Chart 1 on the right, the economy is clearly slowing.

The Shiller PE Ratio is a wonderful valuation
measure that uses real earnings per share over
a 10-year period to smooth out fluctuations in
corporate profits that occur over different periods of the business cycle. This ratio is used to
gauge whether the stock market is undervalued
or overvalued by comparing its current market
price to its inflation adjusted historical earnings
record. A high CAPE ratio has been linked to
the phrase “irrational exuberance” after Federal
Reserve President Alan Greenspan coined the
term in 1996. In a nutshell, a high CAPE ratio
signals potential market overvaluation; whereas
a low CAPE ratio is a signal of an undervalued
equity market.

Chart 1 | Conference Boards LEI index November

Source: John Hancock Investments

Chart 2 | Cape Shiller Historical Chart

The Conference Board LEI Index (Chart 1) is
showing an economy that is starting to weaken. The Shiller PE Ratio (Chart 2) is showing a
market valuation only exceeded by the 2000 Dot
Com valuation driven recession. With an economy that is losing steam and elevated market
valuations, clouds are forming on the horizon. The real question is, what have you done
to prepare your portfolio for the changes ahead?

Happy Holidays,
Jeremy I. Beck

Source: Multpl.com

DID YOU KNOW?
The three original founders of Apple Inc. were Steve Jobs, Steve Wozniak
and Ronald Wayne. In 1976, Ronald Wayne sold his 10% stake in Apple
for $800. If he was still holding his stake in Apple, his investment
would be worth roughly $35 Billion today!
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Tax Planning Corner: Roth IRA Conversions
What is a Roth IRA?

How does the Conversion Work?

Roth IRA’s are often known as the golden child of retire-

With a Roth conversion, investors are able to move money

ment accounts and for good reason. They provide many

out of a Traditional IRA, pay taxes on the funds at ordinary

benefits compared to their counterpart, the Traditional

federal and state rates and move the proceeds into

IRA. These benefits include tax free withdrawals after

a Roth IRA where their money will grow tax-free. This can

59 &1/2 no required minimum distributions at age 70

be done at any age. With tax rates sitting near all-time lows

&1/2 and the ability to pass tax free dollars to your heirs.

(as you can see in the chart below), the general consensus

These benefits are available if the original account own-

is that now is a golden opportunity for Roth IRA conver-

er held the account for at least 5 years.

sions.

Source: Flickr

What is a Roth Conversion?
A Roth conversion is ideal for two types of individuals:
those who are exiting the workforce and entering retirement and for those who are exempt from contribution's
to a Roth IRA because of income limitations (Modified
Adjust Gross Income greater than $137,000 for individuals and $203,000 for married couples in 2019) In both
cases, there is a alternate option to transfer your money
into a Roth IRA, this is know as the Roth conversion.

Source: Fred economic data base

Roth conversions are an extremely important financial
and tax planning tool. Visit www.beckwny.com today to
schedule your complimentary consultation!

DID YOU KNOW?
With a Roth IRA, you've already paid income taxes on your contributions. For this reason, you're allowed to withdraw your contributions
(but not any investment gains) whenever you want, for any
reason, without paying taxes or a penalty.
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Economic Insights by Chief Investment Officer Brad McMillan
How close is the next recession?
Looking at one indicator is valuable, but we really need
to evaluate all four to see if they align with one another—or not.

Job growth

Let’s start by looking at job growth, one of the core indicators. Note that job growth can and usually does remain positive in a recession. But it is the slowdown that
takes overall growth down to recessionary levels. Is this
slowing trend a concern? In a word, yes.

Looking at the trend in yearon-year job growth, we are
already below the level that
signaled the start of the
1990 recession. So, there is
risk. Looking forward, if we
extend the current trend
out, job growth will drop
below the level that signaled the start of the 2000
recession in the next couple
of months; it will drop below
the level that signaled the
start of the 2008 recession
sometime in the middle of
next year. Each subsequent
recession has started at a
lower level of job growth, so
we might have some additional cushion beyond that.
But unless job growth picks up, we will see recessionary
job growth levels by the third quarter of next year. That’s
one indicator of a pending recession.

Consumer confidence

The second indicator is consumer confidence. Here,
let’s do the same analysis. The year-on-year change in
in consumer confidence has dropped from 28.8 in
March 2017 to –12 in October 2019. If we extend that
trend, we get to the trouble zone (i.e., down 20) in about
eight months, or next summer.

That time line is pretty close to what we see from the trended
job growth figures. That’s two.

Business confidence

The third indicator is business confidence. Again, we see a
recent negative trend. In this case, the ISM composite index
of business confidence peaked at 60.8 in September 2018
and dropped to 54 after a rebound from 52.1 in October. If we
extend that trend, this indicator would get to the recession
level (of 50) in about eight months, or June of next year.
Once again, this indicator is consistent with both of the consumer indicators. That’s
three.

Yield curve

The fourth, of course, is
the yield curve indicator
that we discussed yesterday. In that post, I said we
would reach the recession
level next year. But if you
simply take the average of
the time from the uninversion to the start of
the recession for the past
three occurrences, the lag
is about six months—
which would take us to
the second quarter of next
year. That’s four.
In other words, all four of
the indicators we follow show that—if current trends continue—we are headed for recessionary conditions sometime
toward the middle of next year. This observation, of course,
violates one of the key tenets of the economists’ code of
practice, which is to give a number or a date, but never both.

This is just a excerpt from the full report. For the full article, please email jbeck@customwealthstrateges.com or
visit : www.beckwny.com.

DID YOU KNOW?
There is a old saying on Wall Street: “bulls make money, bears make money
and pigs get slaughtered.” If you invested $1,000,000 in the S&P 500 on
10/08/2007, your portfolio would be worth $430,000 by 03/02/2009!
Over a $570,000 decline in merely 17 months…..
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Helping You Reach Your Financial Goals
Our Philosophy:

Complimentary, Comprehensive Portfolio Review:

Showing respect for others and treating people as
you would like to be treated can be lost in today’s
world. We will be remembered for the values we
teach our children and how we treat others.

I

Our portfolio reviews are a complimentary snapshot of your entire financial picture.
 Holistic approach: We will not only make sure your investments are
properly allocated and uncover your current risk tolerance, but most

work extremely hard for my client’s success and I
do this with honesty and integrity.



sors are charging you. We will drill into your portfolio to see what your

That may sound simple, but it’s something that

many advisors seem to have forgotten. By working hard and listening to our clients each and every day, Jeremy Beck now advises more than $100

importantly, we will ensure you are on tack to meet your goals.
Diagnose your fees: It can be difficult to determine what other advi-



actual fees are.
Lower your taxes: We’ll make sure your investments are structured
to minimize your annual tax bill now and in the future.

million in client assets, a responsibility not taken
lightly.

Schedule your complimentary, comprehensive portfolio review today!
Please visit www.beckwny.com and click the “Contact Us’ link in the upper right hand corner to schedule
your review. We can also be reached directly at 716-771-1888 or via email at
jbeck@customwealthstrategies.com. Have a great day!

Continue on page 2

Securities and advisory services offered through Commonwealth Financial Network®, Member FINRA/SIPC, a
Registered Investment Adviser. Fixed insurance products and services offered through CES Insurance Agency. Tax preparation services
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